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Memphis State

MSIPs
Centers
of
Excellence

Growth in teaching, research and
service — these are the goals of the
Centers of Excellence at Memphis
State University.
Originally conceived by Gov.
Lamar Alexander, the statewide
program is in its second year of
operation, and the goals and ideas
of the past are becoming reality.
The program was launched in
1984 when, as partof the governor's

budget for 1984-85, the Legislature
set aside $10 million in support of
higher education through the
Centers of Excellence program.
Funds also were made available
the following year and plans are to
continue funding for 1986-87 at
some $20 million.
Through the first two award
cycles the University was awarded
six of the 25 centers established,
2
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which is the largest number award
ed to any eligible institution in the
state.
Four centers were approved dur
ing the first year: the Tennessee
Earthquake Information Center,
the School of Accountancy, Center
for Research and Innovative Ser
vices for the Communicatively
Impaired, and the Center for
Applied Psychological Research.
In the second cycle, two more
programs were granted Center of
Excellence designation: the Insti
tute of Egyptian Art and Archae
ology and the innovative Five-Year
Teacher Program.
"The University is extremely
pleased with the Center of Excel
lence Program and the impact it is
having not only on the units in
volved but the University itself,"
said Dr. Ed Segner, associate vice
president for research and coordi
nator of the program proposals. "It
is allowing us to do many things in
the areas which have Centers of
Excellence which without this
exceptional support would other
wise be impossible.
"It is also giving the faculty
involved with these Centers of
Excellence an opportunity to focus
their attention in a coordinated
fashion to develop programs of
excellence," he said.
Consideration is now under way
for awards to be made in the third
and final year of the program and
the University has high hopes of
receiving additional benefits
through the program.
"New faculty hired because of
the new Centers of Excellence
program will start to arrive on
campus thisfall," Segner said. "The
quality and national reputation of
these new faculty members are
outstanding, and it is no surprise
since they are being recruited from
some of the most prestigious in
stitutions in the United States.
"The University and the com
munity it serves will see the benefits
of the Centers of Excellence for
years to come."
The articles on the pages that
follow take a close look at these
bold and welcome additions to the
academic life at Memphis State
University.

Setting the Stage and
the Standard
Signposts of Tradition are Left Behind as
Education Innovators Arrive at the Five-Year
Teacher Program
Dr. Robert Saunders and his as
sociates would look a bit outlan
dish in the coonskin cap and buck
skins of pathfinders, but they would
not object to being described as
pioneers setting the future limits of
teacher education with a bold new
program.
MSU's five-year teacher program,
leading to a master of arts in
teaching degree through a tough
arts and sciences path, has the
education communityon notice that
the future has begun — right here.
Saunders, dean of the College of
Education, maintains the tradition
al four-yearprogram, anchoredonly
in education courses, has served its
purpose.
"This new program, at a time
when too few students with high
academic ability are choosing to
enter the teaching profession,
should enhance both the quality
and image of education in all of
West Tennessee and ultimately in
the entire state," said Saunders.
By deciding to prepare teachers
only through a five-year model,
Memphis State joins less than half
a dozen institutions throughout the
country which are spearheading
the developmentof the next genera
tion of teacher education models.
The five-year program is aimed
at any entering student interested
in teaching secondary level educa
tion. The student enrolls not in

Dr. Robert Saunders, dean, Col
lege of Education: "It is a bold step
and not without risks. But risktaking is appropriate because the
present model is a half century old
and is demonstrably inadequate to
prepare teachers. . ."

education but in arts and sciences
programs. After receiving a degree,
the student enrolls in the College of
Education in the fifth year to com
plete his teaching skill studies.
3

Successful completionof the fifth
year of study will culminate in the
master of arts in teaching degree.
The question is whether prospective
teachers will switch from the easier,
shorter four-year program.
"It is a bold step and not without
risks," Saunders said. "But risktaking is appropriate because the
present model is a half century old
and is demonstrably inadequate to
prepare teachers for the rest of this
century and into the next one.
"No serious observer ofeducation
today believes that today's fouryear model is an extravagance. But
when two-year models began giving
way to four-year models back in the
1920s and 30s, there were many
skeptics and doomsayers. Will seri
ous observers think in the year
2000 that five-year programs in
teacher education are an extrava
gance? Notlikely, when it isremem
bered that new teachers entering
classrooms for the first time this
year will, if they make a full career
of teaching, spend more than half
their career teaching in the 21st
Century."
The establishment of lighthouse
programs in teacher education is
not unlike the way Johns Hopkins
University, at the turn of the cen
tury, developed a lighthouse medical
education program based on the
then recently completed Flexner
Report and with funding by the

Memphis State
Carnegie Fund, Saunders said."By
the year 2000 our own lighthouse
program being established in tea
cher education might be viewed in
like manner."
Saunders andhis aides are trying
to convince the education com
munity that teachers need to be
educated as any other professional.
"Teachers need to be academically
strong," he said.
Six primary benefits will be
gained for education professionals
from the program:
First, the program allows the
student to be devoted to professional
studies in the chosen field and in
general education at the baccaluareate level.
Second, teacher training will be
delivered at a higher level of
sophistication and in an accelerated
fashion, enabling students to enter
the teaching profession with higherlevel performance skills than those
attained by graduatesof undergrad
uate degree programs.
_ Third, the longer and more inten
sified internship (a full year under
exemplary, "master" teachers) will
enable students tobenefit more from
the internship.
Fourth, the program will sharply
reduce if not eliminate the need for
on-campus, specialized teachereducation courses for pre-service
students, thereby reducing sche
duling and staffing problems
occasioned in recent years by
declining enrollments in most
teaching fields.
Fifth, completion of a liberal
studies undergraduate degree for
secondary teachers as a condition
for admission to an intensive grad
uate-level teacher preparation pro
gram will elevate both the status
and image of teacher education, as
it has for other professions that use
similar models.
Sixth, accountability for the
preparation of teachers will be
shared with many faculty through
out the University, enhancing the
likelihood of an increased sense of
"ownership enthusiasm" and res
pect for teacher education through
out the University.
Saunders said the program was
scheduled to begin this summer

Memphis State
teacher education programs in the
state.
"Both actions reflected the pub
lic's apparent strong desire for
improved schools and for better
prepared teachers and administra
tors — and both posed significant
implications for teacher education
programs within the state," Saun
ders said.
The Collegeof Education support
ed and participated in the proposed
legislation and tracked its progress
closely. "Even before final passage
of CERA, the Collegehad developed
a position from which it could
respond," Saunders said.
In January 1984, the College an
nounced a four-part plan of action:

Better-prepared teachers, with
expertise in their fields, is the goal
of the ambitious five-year program

at Memphis State. And of course,
the basics of personal commitment

and communication between pupil
and teacher will go on.

with the master degree program,
which can be completed over a 15month period. Students will be
admitted only once a year, in June,
and will proceed through the pro
gram in clusters of 20 persons.
Campus-based instruction will
occur during the two summer ses
sions and in late afternoon and
evening course during the fall and
spring semesters.
"It is appropriate and logical for
Memphis State University, themost
comprehensive university in the
State Board of Regents System and
one of two institutions designated

by theTennessee Higher Education
Commission as comprehensive re
gional institutions, to take the lead
in improving the quality and level
of pre-service teacher training in
the state and to help develop a
model for other institutions,"Saun
ders said.
A program as innovative as the
five-year model did not come as an
afterthought.
For years, no state has been more
heavily involved than Tennessee
in the debate about schools' short
comings and what is needed to
improve them. Intensive debate took

place within the state following
Gov. Lamar Alexander's presenta
tion of a bold and comprehensive
Better Schools Program in January
1983.
The debate culminated on March
6, 1984, when the governor signed
into law the Comprehensive Educa
tion Reform Act (CERA) of 1984
and a Public School Governance
Act. Among the several major pro
visions of the sweeping legislation
were the creation of a career ladder
program for teachers and adminis
trators and a set of more rigorous
requirements and expectations for

4

(1) Development of an extended
(five-year) program in all areas of
teacher preparation, with institu
tional recommendation for certifi
cation coming only after completion
of the total program, which would
terminate in the master of arts in
teaching degree.
(2) Existing graduate degree prog
rams typically completed by educa
tion practitioners would be rede
signed to ensure that these pro
grams incorporate the standards of
performance included in the Ten
nessee Career Ladder Plan for
teachers, counselors and adminis
trators.
(3) Procedures and programs
would be designed to increase the
College's responsiveness to the inservice needs ofprofessionalpracti
tioners, using workshops, regular
courses and a variety of non-credit
service activities designed to assist
in the upgrading of performance in
accordance with career ladder
expectations.
(4) The effectiveness of certificat
ed educators having completed the
new teacher education model would
be measured through specially de
signed research procedures. The
findings would be used to strength
en the new programs from year to
year and would be made available
to those agencies, institutions and
individuals in Tennessee and else
where interested in the improve
ment of preparation programs for
professional educators.
5

"The centerpiece of the overall
plan was the development of a fiveyear program for the initial pre
paration of teachers," Saunders
said. A proposal was submitted in
October 1984, and was approved
for funding by THEC, through the
Center of Excellence format, on
January 25, 1985.
Although Center of Excellence
funding didn't begin until July 1,
the five-year program effectively
began in the 1984 fall semester,
since the decision was made in
December 1983to extend theteacher
education program with or without
Center funding.
Saunders got a chance to thank
Gov. Alexander for his support of
MSU's teacher education direction
when he presented to the governor
the Educator of the Year Award
this spring at the annual dinner
meeting of Greater Memphis State.
Alexander had many thanks to
return, including those for MSU's
recommitment to the basic goals of
teacher education.

"Sometimes we get so caught up
with big ideas that we forget why
we have schools," Alexander said.
"It all boils down to students and
teachers."
MSU, now and from its begin
nings as a teacher training school
in 1912, has not forgotten.
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A Three-Way Mirror of
Psychological Well-Being:
Health, Family and Community
by Victoria Greer

What does a psychology depart
ment do when surveysshow that at
least 95 percent of the population is
"normal"?
That's a question that Memphis
State's Center of Excellence in
Applied Psychological Research is
working on.The center concentrates
on research in an endless number
of avenues, according to Dr. Andrew
Meyers, co-director along with Dr.
Milton Trapold.
"We think of ourselves as a de
partment that has a real strength
in the area of conducting research
on issues of importance to the
community," he said.
Meyers, whohas been at Memphis
State for nine years, stresses the
research aspect of their program.
"Our faculty, in large part, con
centrates on issues in the commu
nity, health and family. It's really
not a unified, single direction.
Within this broad notion of applied
psychology we attempt to research
areas and develop programs that
we hope will benefit a broad section
of Memphians."

Dr. Andrew Meyers, co-director
of the Center for Applied Psycho
logical Research: "We attempt to
research areas and develop pro
grams that we hope will benefit a
broad section of Memphians."
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This goal has translated into a
three-pronged focus for the center:
Psychology and Health — the
development and maintenance of
individual physical and psycholog
ical well-being; Psychology and the
Family — the study of the family's
role in the development and pre
vention of disorders; and Psychol
ogy and the Community — a study
of the systems that affect both the
individual and the family, such as
educational, health, governmental,
employment and criminal justice
and delivery systems.
For the past year the center's
main objective, accordingto Meyers,
has beento addstaff andstrengthen
directions. Presently there is a staff
of 18 and five more have been hired
for the fall. Meyers says these new
scientists are at the beginning of
"developing their national reputa
tions." His major plans for the
future, aside from hiring new facul
ty, are to reach out into the com
munity andconduct activeresearch.
This research is conducted in
many cases through work with

Monitoring a test subject's bicycle
workout, Dr. Meyers emphasizes
the center's interest in health as-

pects of pyschological fitness.
Surveys and research involving
persons from the community are a

basic part of the center's activity.

people who are willing to participate
in the program. Participants in
specific programs are often located
through the media. Ads in the
University paper and through
public relations outlets announce
the need for individuals of a certain
type. For example, if research is
being done on obesity, advertise
ments are generated to let people
who fit certain qualifications know
that they can be included in the
study. These people work with
scientists in the center and as a

result knowledge in the area is
furthered, and oftentimes those
participating in the study arehelped
also. Surveys are another means of
building the research base of the
center.
Meyers says the main goal of the
center is not counseling, but re
search. And it is what is learned
through that research which is
meant to create healthier com
munities andhealthier individuals.
While being noted as a Center of
Excellence is an accomplishment,

it isn't the first one for the psy
chology department. Nearly 15
years ago, psychology became the
first Memphis State department to
offer a Ph.D. program. And it is a
leader in the areas of clinical and
developmental psychology. Its
graduates, among whose members
are two-thirds of all the Ph.Ds
awarded by departments in the
College of Arts and Sciences, are
readily accepted for clinical and
academic positions across thecoun
try.
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By Any Accounting,
Bound for Great Things
by Larry Taylor

Dr. J.D. Spiceland, professor:
"We want to be at the learning
edge..."
A muscular, pragmatic approach,
and a head for delicate details
characterize the School of Accoun
tancy Center of Excellence at
Memphis State University.
Dr. Robert Sweeney, chairman
and professorof accounting, doesn't
hide his enthusiasm and said he is
certain the center will greatly bene
fit the community as well as the
students who will be taking ad
vantage of its facilities.
"Memphis StateUniversity is one
of the most fortunate institutions
in the United States tohave received
such a significant grant to enable it
to establish a School of Accoun
tancy," said Sweeney. The Univer
sity is doubly blessed in that the
designation represents the only
academic program named in its
entirety as a Center of Excellence.
In the proposal prepared by
Sweeney and his faculty associates,
goals include the achievement of
national recognition as a leader in
the innovative integration of com
puters in accounting, national re
cognition for excellence in the area
of applied accounting research,
advancement of the level of aca
demic excellence of graduate and
undergraduate accountancy pro
grams, the increase of services to
the citizens of Tennessee, and the
development of support to the

Dr. Robert Sweeney, chairman,
accountancy: "Our graduates will
be the most sought-after in the
country."

University from external funding
sources.
The sudden and dramatic impact
of recent advances in microcompu
ter technology, particularly its
unparalleled effect on the accoun
ting profession, creates a challenge

for anaccounting program of vision
and vitality to assume a leadership
role in forming the future direction
of accounting education and re
search, according to the proposal.
A key to an institution achieving
nationwide recognition in a disci
pline is to identifyits "leading edge"
issues and then to undertake activi
ties which would cause that institu
tion to be identified as a leader in
resolving those issues. The critical
issues in accounting today include
the use of computers in accounting
and an emphasis on research to
resolve the pragmatic issues cur
rently facing the practicing profes
sion.
"The professional discipline's
main muscle at MSU is in the
pragmatic and applied research
area, and this is where the focus of
attention will be," said Dr. J.D.
Spiceland, professor of accounting
and chairman of the committee
which made the Center of Excel
lence proposal. The other side of
that major goal is the installation
and use of the latest in microcom
puters and other space-age gadgetry
which have become the tools of the
trade in modern accountancy. "We
want to be at the leading edge with
the use of the state-of-the-art
Macintosh computer," Spiceland
said. "It is easy to use and very

helpful in assisting students."
The school was the first in the
nation to receive the 512k Macin
tosh computers. Sixty-two stations
are located in faculty offices and a
student laboratory. Twenty-three
IBM PC/AT computers were ac
quired, each of which has a 20
megabyte hard disk and multista
tion capabilities. These are located
in a second accounting lab.
The school also is one of ten
schools in the nation selected by
Touche Ross to receive NAARS
(National Automated Accounting
Research System), LEXIS (Tax Re
search Database), and EXCHANGE
(business information system con
taining various press releases and
SEC documents). Compustat, an
other major database, was also
acquired this year. These massive
databases will greatly facilitate
teaching and research.
The Macintosh computer, abrand
produced by Apple, is described as
"user friendly" — which translates
into a model students can easily
make friends with.
"With these new computers it
only takes a push of a button, and
you can make changes on the
screen," Sweeney said. "The com
puter is very personalized for the
student, and it even talks to the

students as well as displaying what
is typed into it."
The School of Accountancy will
contain a division for computer
applications in accounting which
will develop several innovative
concepts: two microcomputer labor
atories for education and research,
a unique microcomputer network
linking faculty offices and classwork, and an intensive integration
of an annual week-long national
convocation for computer applica
tions in accounting from which
proceedings will be published and
distributed nationally.
"There is a computer need for'
graduates, therefore the center is
providing an emphasis to students
throughout their course study,"
Spiceland said. "The community
and graduates will be prepared to
use the computer efficiently and
effectively."
The research division will provide
technical statistical assistance to
faculty members engaged in re
search activities and will secure
and maintain a computerized data
base and other softwarerequired in
accounting research.
An extensive integration of com
puters in accounting will be an
essential ingredientof a competitive
accounting degree in the next de
cade. "We emphasize theconcept of
a particular subject with the use of
the computer," said Sweeney.
"Understanding the computer, and
its use in accounting applications
is what we teach students."
Sweeney said the school will serve
to attract top students from high
school and other colleges around
the country. Also, top graduates of
other institutions will be attracted
to the master's and doctoral pro
grams.
In addition, nationally recognized
scholars and promising recent
graduates of leading doctoral pro
grams will be attracted to the
faculty of the School of Accoun
tancy.
Another immediate benefit will
be the added prestige of the accoun
ting degree from MSU toboth future
graduates and alumni. "Our grad
uates will be the most sought-after
in the country," said Sweeney.
The School of Accountancy at
9

Dr. Kenneth Lambert observes
the dot matrix printer as it com
pletes its process.
Memphis State University will
enrich not only the academic and
research programs in the account
ing area, but also those of other
disciplines within the College of
Business and throughout the Uni
versity. The citizens of the State of
Tennessee will also be ableto benefit
from the School of Accountancy by
taking part in the division of con
tinuing professional education.
Specifically, programs and semi
nars will be designed to meet the
expanding needs for continuing
professional education within the
accounting profession as well as
the growing trend toward adult
education and career re-orientation.
The School of Accountancy is
housed in the Fogelman College of
Business and Economics which is
located in a twin-set of architec
turally award-winning buildings.
The four-story office building
contains 115 faculty/administra
tive offices, five conference rooms,
a copy center, a business library,
and two research units. The adja
cent three-story classroom building
contains 25 regular classrooms, four
computer equipped classrooms, two
executive and seminar rooms, five
intermediate auditoriums, four
microcomputer labs,and three com
puter terminal rooms.
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Earth's Quirks Don't Faze
Earth Experts
by Victoria Greer
After a shaky start, Memphis
State's Tennessee Earthquake
Information Center has found firm
footing for their program in seismological research.
Established in 1977 by the State
Legislature, the center has doubled
in size to a two-house operation on
Central Avenue due mainly to a
number of external research con
tracts. And although growth of the
center has been persistent, the job
stays the same.
"The focus has always been the
same," explained Dr. Arch Johns
ton, associate professor of geology
and director of the center. "We want
to study earthquakes. So when the
center began we immediately start
ed submitting proposals. Almost
all seismic research in the United
State is funded heavily by the
federal government.
"Our initial funding came from
the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion," he said. "They're very
concerned aboutearthquakes. Earth
quakes are the primary control on
where nuclear power plants are sited
and how much reinforcement has
to be built into them.So the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has been a
very good support agency for us.
We have two of our major contracts
with them. That's what really got
us off and running."
Those contracts with the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, onein 1978
and one in 1979, were major boosts
for the center.
If we hadn't gotten those I'm not
sure we'd be here right now," said
Johnston.
Not only is the TEIC "here," but
it's functioning. It operates 35 seis
mic stations throughout seven
states along the New Madrid Zone
— Arkansas, Mississippi, Tennes
see, Alabama, Georgia, North

Dr. Arch Johnston, director,
Tennessee Earthquake Information
Center: "Earthquakeprediction will
never happen unless we have an
extremely high-quality data base
and a much better understanding
of the earthquake process."
Carolina and Virginia — which
allow for the monitoring of seismic
activity there. The New Madrid is
the major fault zone in central and
eastern United States, according to
Johnston. The three largest quakes
in North American history occurred
here during the winters of 1811 and
1812, and the zone continues to be
active today. TEIC'S seismic sta
tions record an average of two
"quakes" per week in this area.
The center's role and growth made
it a prime candidate as a Center of
Excellence and earned it a number
of research awards. Its designation
as a Center of Excellence in 1984
earned it nearly $500,000 from the
state. These were funds which the
10

University matched, one dollar for
every two, meaning a budget of
approximately $716,000 for the
earthquake center through the fiscal
year ending in June. Each year a
detailed budget is submitted as a
follow-up to the five-year plan
submitted with the Center of Excel
lence proposal.
The center's number of research
awards has also been on the up
swing lately. For the 1984-85 fiscal
year TEIC received $290,409 from
external sources in the form of
research awards.
Johnston sees the money not as
something to depend upon but as
something to grow with. Its most
obvious contribution to the program
thus far has been the addition of a
state-of-the-art computer to help
organize and record data from the
seismic stations operated by TEIC.
"This is really seed money to
become nationally prominent in
research," he said. "The main thing
is to increase our scientific staff.
You can't be nationally prominent
with two people (there are only two
scientists with doctorates on staff
now).
"The main thingthat we proposed
was to increase scientific staff to
about eight or ten Ph.D. scientists.
These would be faculty with joint
appointments with the department
of geology. Their primary function
would be research instead of teach
ing, however. They would have
reduced teaching loads so that they
could have more timefor research."
Advertisement and recruitment
for four new posts are in progress.
The center hopes to incorporate two
assistant professors, one associate
professor and one professor into
staff positions by the fall of 1985;
the following year two more posi
tions will be added, and the year

after that two more. Johnston
explained, however, that adding
staff was not the only objective of
the TEIC as a Center of Excellence.
"I have three main objectives for
the Center of Excellence: one, to
greatly increase and improve our
scientific research; two, to start a
Ph.D. program in geophysics; and
three, to increase our earthquake
engineering capability."
These objectives follow six years
of data collection and publication
in scientific journals across the
country. But this is not empty, use
less data lying in dusty file drawers
and serving about as much good as
an umbrella in a tidal wave. It has
already found its way tothe Federal
Emergency Management Agency.
"The data we have collected
concerning the New Madrid Zone
has led to a lot of federal programs
for earthquake hazard response,
ultimately litigation listing the
effects of earthquakes," he said.
"For instance, the Federal Emer
gency Management Agency has set
up a seven-state consortium to
design response plans for a major
earthquake. They have virtually no
plans that could handle something
like that now.
"A major earthquake in the New
Madrid Zone would cause damage
over portions of seven states. And
nobody is used to thinking about or
dealing with a disaster on that
scale. We have earthquake educa
tion programs at schools through
volunteer groups here in Memphis.
Casualty estimates for a large, New
Madrid earthquake highlight the
fact that if the quake happens
during school hours a very high
percentage of casualties will be
school children. Schools are very
vulnerable because of the old, unreinforced masonry-type construc
tion used," said Johnston. "These
plans, all the way from the school
problem to a question of building
codes and siting nuclear power
plants, are the result of questions.
They don't just happen. Those
questions don't get raised unless
there's a sound scientific basis."
TEIC's research has helped provide
that basis. Johnston also realizes
the long-range usesfor theresearch
done by TEIC.

Jim Bollwerk, a project engineer
for TEIC checks out the center's
"Earthquake prediction, for in
stance. There's a lot of work being
done on that. It's still a good ways
off in the future, but I think it will
happen. Sometime during our life
time I think we'll be able to predict
major earthquakes.
"The really devastating thing
about an earthquake is that there's
no warning. You think of the other
natural disasters — flood, hurri
cane, tornadoes — there's always
some prior warning, or at least the
capability is there for prior warning.
That's not the case with an earth
quake. An earthquake prediction
will never happen unless we have
an extremely high-quality data base
and a much better understanding
of the earthquake process."
Prediction of earthquakes, how
ever, is pretty useless unless build
ings are constructed to withstand
the effects of such a disaster.
Memphis and Shelby County
have no seismic resistance provi
sions in their building codes, and
few buildings are structured with
these provisions voluntarily.
Johnston brings his expertise in
seismic studies as a member of a
city and county committee formed
to study the question of putting
seismic provisionsinto the building
codes.
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new state-of-the-art computer,
"It's a cost-benefit question. It
will cost more money to build a
seismic-resistant building," said
Johnston. "But the single thing
you can do to lessen the effects of
earthquakes is to build better
buildings — especially in critical
facilities like hospitals, hazardous
waste storage areas, utility trans
mission lines and things like that.
"This gets to be a sticky political
question pretty quickly. Frankly, I
don't see any changes happening
here for quite some time, but I think
Memphis and Shelby County will
eventually adopt seismic codes for
certain types of construction.!'
Johnston's predictions may one
day be both prophetic and ironic
concerning the safety of Memphis
State during an earthquake. Ac
cording to Johnston, the University
stacks up "pretty poorly."
"There's no earthquake resistance
designed into the buildings," he
laments.
But with time and the research
being conducted at TEIC, maybe
changes are in the air. This com
munity could be on the verge of
earthquake prediction and a more
complete understanding of the
process of quakes due to work at
one of Memphis State's Centers of
Excellence.

Memphis State
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Institute of Egyptian Art
and Archaeology
Common Bonds Link Cities and Cultures
Centuries Apart
by Cyndi Richardson

Although buried beneath the
desert sands for centuries, the once
great city of Memphis, Egypt, still
intrigues the modern-day inhabit
ants of Memphis, Tennessee.
What captivates Memphians
about its sister city? Is it the wonder
and awe inspired by the pyramids?
Stirrings of the imagination by
"ancient mummies that seem to
whisper of immortality? The simi
larities between the two delta cities
that lie strategically on great and
powerful rivers?
It's all this and more, according
to Dr. Rita Freed, director of the
Institute of Egyptian Art and
Archaeology at Memphis State. The
institute houses the only public
collection of Egyptian art in the
Mid-South. Located in the Univer
sity Gallery of the College of
Communication and Fine Arts, it
maintains approximately 125 ob
jects, some on long-term loan from
major museums, that will soon be
on display after renovation of the
gallery.
"One of our key roles is to show
people what ancient Egyptian art
is and what modern man has
learned from it," says Freed.
Memphis State purchased the
original collection of 44 antiquities
from the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts in 1975 with a grant provided

Dr. Rita Freed, director of the
Institute of Egyptian Art and
Archaeology: "We will truly have
something for everyone."

by E. H. Little, late chairman of the
board of Colgate-Palmolive. To
encourage the University to aid in
the exploration of its sister city in
Egypt, a consortium of local busi
nesses pledged a million dollars
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over a ten-year period to establish
the Institute of Egyptian Art and
Archaeology.
In addition to excavations, re
search and teaching, the institute
will coordinate educational pro
grams in connection with the
summer 1987 Ramses II exhibition.
Freed will serve as curator for the
showing in Memphis, which is
expected to draw thousands of
Egyptophiles to the city.
Formally extablished on October
15, 1984, the institute has been
showered with continuous approval
and support. Jihann Sadat, widow
of Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat, visited Memphis specifically
for dedication ceremonies. The
Tennessee Higher Education Com
mission awarded the institute a
Center of Excellence designation,
not only establishing its efforts in a
permanent way for the department
of art and the University, but
providing needed funding.
"The expertise, the enthusiasm,
and the interest were all in great
supply, but only until the Center of
Excellence designation were our
dreams able to become a reality,"
Freed said. "We now have the
capacity to put ourselves on the
level of such centers of Egyptian
art and archaeology as the Univer
sity of Chicago, the University of

Dr. Richard Ranta, dean, College
of Communication and Fine Arts:
"We can all take pride in our
Egyptian heritage. It gives us that
sense of uniqueness."

California, the University of Pen
nsylvania and New York Univer
sity."
Freed was invited in 1983 from
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts to
direct "A Divine Tour of Ancient
Egypt," a highly successful loan
exhibition at MSU exploring Egyp
tian religion in a geographical
framework.
Dr. Carol Crown, professor and
chairman of the art department,
used a professional development
leave to coordinate the exhibit. She
was put in touch with authorities
on Egyptian art and archaeology,
and eventually was directed toRita
Freed, who was equally interested
in combining teaching andcuratorship.
Approximately 20,000 people
viewed the "Divine Tour" exhibi
tion, which was honored by the
Tennessee Association of Museums
as the best museum project of 1983.
Dr. Richard Ranta, dean of the
College of Communication and Fine
Arts, says he has been delighted at
the outpouring of support from
people of all walks of life. "People
have generously offered time,
money andresources tomake thisa

success," he said. "We couldn'thave
done it without all the help from
friends and alumni."
One example ofremarkable public
support that has been offered is the
purchase by private individuals of
one of the best private Egyptology
libraries in the world. The assort
ment of books was owned by a
professor in Liverpool, England,
who collected them since childhood.
The institute will use the books as
the core of its own library.
People of Memphis and the MidSouth will be able to satisfy their
curiosity about Egypt in several
ways planned by the institute.
Special lectures by world-renowned
Egyptologists are being arranged
and will be publicized. Tours will
bring school children to the Uni
versity Gallery to view the unfor
gettable collection in its specially
renovated chamber, one Freed says
will bedesigned to capturethe mood
of an Egyptian tomb. Creative
educational packets will be distrib
uted to students to commemorate
their introductionto the wonders of
ancient Egypt.
"We will truly have something
for everyone." Freed said. "Grade
school children will see everything
they've ever dreamed of in connec
tion with Egypt, from things that
relate to daily lifeof private citizens,
to what kings looked like and
funerary rituals."
One of the primary goals of the
institute is to excavate ancient
Memphis, which held great im
portance until 640 A.D. when
Moslems conquered Egypt and
moved the capital 20 miles north to
Cairo.
Of all the great capital cities of
the ancient world, Memphis is the
least understood and excavated.
"Acres of her original area are
uncharted. What still lies buried
beneath her seven mounds, one can
only guess," Freed said.
The urgency of excavating is due
to a rising water table, increased
salinization and the encroachment
of humanity threatening the re
mains of the city. Memphis State
students and faculty will work with
the London-based Egypt Explora
tion Society, a 100-year-old umbrel
la organization for archaeology in
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MUMMY MASK
The mask is of the Ptolemaic
period. It went over a mummy.
Experts are not sure if the person
(mummy) was male or female. It is
a gilded face, painted plaster over
linen, and is part of the original
collection purchased from the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts with
the funds provided by the grant
from E. H. Little.

Egypt. Financial assistance is to be
provided through a support group,
the Society to Save Ancient Mem
phis.
Egyptian studies draw on varied
facets of the University, Ranta
points out, including art, music,
science, astronomy, archaeology,
history, engineering, journalism,
foreign languages and medicine.
Ranta saidhe sees the possibility
of unifying the general community
by focusing on Memphis' sister city
and the people who once lived
there.
"Egypt was not a racially polar
ized society,"he explains."Some of
the pharaohs were black, some were
Syrian, and so on. If you lived in
the fertile Nile valley you were
considered an Egyptian.
"We can all take pride in our
Egyptian heritage," Rantasaid. "It
gives us that sense of uniqueness.
It touches all of us deep down."

Memphis State
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Service to Hearing- and
Speech-Impaired Patients
Takes a Big Stride with
'CRISCP
by Sondra Lewis

"I cannot speak for any other
field, but Tennessee's Centers of
Excellence have made a tremendous
impact on the speech and hearing
world," reports Dr. Daniel Beasley,
chairman of the MSU department
ofaudiology and speech pathology.
Only one year into the Center of
Excellence plan, the Center for
Research and Innovative Services
for the Communicatively Impaired
(CRISCI) is making strong strides
toward the goal of program excel
lence. Students and professionals
are taking a closer look at MSU's
improvements on an alreadyhighly
acclaimed program.
"We receive two or three phone
calls a week from universities
around thecountry asking us, 'How
did you do this?"' Beasley said.
"This has put Tennessee on the
map in the speech and hearing
profession."
They've only just begun. Accord
ing to Beasley, most of the firstyear goals have been accomplished.

Dr. Daniel Beasley, chairman of
the department of audiology and
speech pathology: "This has put
Tennessee on the map in the speech
and hearing profession."
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Equipment needs have beenreview
ed and primary equipment needs
purchased, new staff members
recruited and hired, and construc
tion plans for new work space
designed and reviewed. In addition
to these accomplished tasks, Beas
ley said a visiting faculty program
will be initiated in the fall of 1985,
with the first visiting scholar taking
up residence in September.
"The first year was a time to set
up, put our plans into motion,"
Beasley said. "Needless to say, we
still have quite a bit of work ahead
of us."
However, the work load has been
wisely thought out and well plan
ned. Specificyearly goals, monetary
expenditures, and staff additions
were all given detailed consider
ations in the original project pro
posal submitted to the Tennessee
Higher Education Commission
(THEC). Dr. Gerald Studebaker;
distinguished professorof audiology
and hearing science, was respon-

Students and professionals unite
with the latest in technology and
technique to develop clinical

methods aiding persons, young and
old, with hearing and speech dis
orders.

sible for the final draft of the
proposal. He explained how he and
fellow faculty members designed
the proposal to be monetarily prac
tical during both the time span of
the project and afterward:
"What the Center needed most
was space and equipment. Oncethe
needed equipment was obtainedand
new work space was built, the
monetary expenditures would de
crease dramatically. The only con
tinuous monetary concern would
be to supply the salaries of the
newly acquired staff members.
However, this concern, along with
the other things we must support
(equipment and building upkeep,
etc.) will be much less than the
present funding level."
The space the center so despe
rately needs will help provide for
the expansion or creation of the
following research facilities:

(a) a data-base computer facility;
(b) a microcomputer - interactive
videodisc laboratory;
(c) an expanded hearing science
laboratory;
(d) a speech science laboratory;
(e) an anatomy-microscopy la
boratory; and
(f) a language development and
disorders laboratory.

The new laboratory facilities,
along with the newly acquired
equipment, will give amuch-needed
boost to the center's numerous
research projects. According to
Studebaker, some of the research
projects presently being carriedout
include newmethods of hearing aid
selection, speech perception by the
hearing impaired, and research into
the physiology of the aging vocal
system.
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The CRISCI's major goal, how
ever, is to implement their new
state-of-the-art technology to assist
other clinical service centers in the
Mid-South region. In their proposal
to the THEC, the faculty outlined a
system "whereby Mid-South clinical
agencies may send basic data (such
as test results) to theCRISCI, where
the data will be analyzedand results
will be communicated back to these
agencies."
It is the department's hope that
this advanced technological ap
proach will develop into a speech
and hearing "delivery servicedesign
ed to assist patients in rural areas
who are unable or unwilling to
come to an urban area for help."
Beasley sums up the importance
of the center's work in terms even
the most uninformed observer can
understand. "People communicate
on a day-to-day basis," he said.
"When an individual has difficulty
communicating, that's where we
come in."
With the technology now avail
able to the CRISCI, more indivi
duals will have less difficulty
communicating.
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